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Exploring the limits of simultaneity: Encoding caused change-of-state events with 
classifier constructions in German Sign Language (DGS) 
 
1. State of the art and preliminary work 
 
The simultaneous packaging of information is a much-researched hallmark of sign languages 
(Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2006; Vermeerbergen et al., 2007), which can draw on a range of 
independent articulators to encode different types of linguistic information simultaneously, 
from phonological contrasts to inflection, spatial relations, or information structure. Limitations 
on simultaneity imposed by motor coordination, processing constraints, or the grammar of a 
given sign language have been explored to a much lesser extent. The aim of this project is to 
investigate linguistic and non-linguistic limitations on simultaneity in DGS expressions of 
complex events with simultaneously unfolding subevents. Specifically, I look at caused 
change-of-state (cos) events such as described in Mary hammered the spoon flat, where 
Mary's hammering brings about a change in the degree of flatness of the spoon. Hammering 
and flattening subevents thus go 'hand in hand' and we might expect them to be expressed in 
a temporally iconic fashion with one hand representing hammering and the other representing 
a spoon. The manipulation of an object's visually observable properties is most frequently 
represented via so-called classifier constructions (CCs) in DGS and other sign languages, 
hence the focus will be on this type of construction. CCs have been analyzed as containing 
both linguistic and gestural components (e.g., Davidson, 2015), thus a major contribution of 
the proposed project is to provide an empirically informed theoretical account of the linguistic 
vs. the gestural properties of CCs in DGS. Using a series of corpus and experimental studies 
(production and acceptability), I will investigate how iconic motivation, physiological 
constraints, phonology and discourse-pragmatic constraints on event structure all interact to 
determine how caused cos is encoded in sign languages vs. in gesture. The expected 
outcome is thus both to sharpen our understanding of how much simultaneity visual-gestural 
languages like DGS allow and to arrive at a model of simultaneous CCs. 

As envisioned, the proposed research program fits well with the objectives of 
ViCom. It focuses on one intriguing affordance of the visual communication channel, namely 
its potential for simultaneous, iconic encoding of event-structural information. The project uses 
a set of corpus and experimental studies on both DGS and (silent) gesture, the prime 
exponents of visual communication, to investigate CCs, a phenomenon situated at the 
interface between (sign) language and gesture. Focusing on CCs will allow me to contribute 
to ViCom's stated goal of further developing theories that capture both linguistic and non-
linguistic aspects of visual communication. I will explicitly model simultaneity and (temporal) 
iconicity with the help of linguistic formalisms developed to meet the requirements of a visual-
spatial language (Kuhn's 2018 Icon(icity) function, Donati & Branchini's 2013 proposals on the 
(lack of) linearization of syntactic structures). I further address ViCom's goal of improving our 
understanding of demonstration-based components of multimodal communication by 
exploring which aspects of CCs are likely demonstrations subject to general cognitive 
mechanisms, and which components are subject to linguistic constraints.  
            
 
1.1 Simultaneity and event structure in sign languages 
 
While sign languages share fundamental properties with natural spoken languages on all 
levels of description (Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2006), they also display properties that are 
different because sign languages employ exclusively the visual-gestural modality. An obvious 
difference exploited in this project is that sign languages may coordinate two manual 
articulators (in addition to a range of non-manuals) to encode information about the spatio-



temporal organization of events: Each hand can in principle move independently and can 
represent one event participant, and the simultaneous presence of both represents their 
parallel existence in space and time (Perniss, 2007). For instance, Figure 1 shows how a DGS 
signer portrays the parallel events of a man holding a pan (right hand) and a pancake 
landing/lying on the floor (left hand).  

Figure 1. Stimulus clip and DGS production of 'The mouse 
holds a pan while a pancake lies on the floor', from Perniss 
(2007: 204) 
 
 
 
 

 
In everyday signing, maximally two propositions about events are encoded in parallel through 
the hands and non-manual articulators, though poetic signing seems to allow up to four (Napoli 
& Sutton-Spence, 2010, based on British and American SL (short: ASL). Simultaneously 
represented events may simply unfold in parallel, e.g reading a newspaper while drinking 
coffee, or they may be in a causal relationship. In (1) from Miller (1994:101), the signer 
expresses that their knowledge/ability increases whenever they're near the deaf community. 
While the dominant hand (H1) signs 'approach', the non-dominant hand (H2) signs a gradual 
increase in knowledge. 
 
(1) H1: CL:1 (person:approaches) CL:1 (person:moves away) 

H2: KNOWLEDGE-INCREASE  KNOWLEDGE-DIMINISH  
'When I'm around them (i.e. ASL signers), (my ability) increases and when I'm not 
around them, it decreases.' 

 
Nonetheless, there seem to be limits to how much information about a complex event can be 
encoded simultaneously on the hands in a visual-gestural language. Looking at complex 
motion events, Supalla (1990) found that signers of ASL separate information about manner 
of motion and path into sequential predicates. In Hong Kong SL, caused changes of state are 
typically expressed in sequential predicates, even when cause and cos unfold in parallel (Lau, 
2012). My own work on resultatives in ASL confirms this: Causing predicates such as hammer 
resist simultaneous expression with their corresponding cos predicate, in this case flatten 
(Loos, 2017; Loos, 2018). Brentari et al. (2020) note further limitations on simultaneous 
packaging of event-structural information; events with agents and plural 
patients/pluractionality exhibit a strong preference for sequential encoding across American, 
Hong Kong, British, and Italian SL. Importantly, however, the observed limitations are not 
without exception. Motion events with salient manner and path attributes such as shuffling 
sideways on a window ledge can be expressed in one predicate in ASL (Taub & Galvan, 
2001), as can some caused cos events, for instance flattening a can with a garbage 
compressor (Dudis, 2004).  

One major question addressed in this project then is what conditions simultaneity 
vs. sequentiality in complex event expressions in DGS. Brentari et al. (2020) propose 
articulatory and cognitive constraints, but when we compare event encoding in sign languages 
vs. (silent) gesture, linguistic constraints likely factor in as well. Gesture is not widely 
considered a part of language proper (see Goldin-Meadow & Brentari, 2017 for a review), and 
individual silent gesture units have been argued to constitute holistic representations of their 
referents (McNeill, 2005).1  Consequently, in descriptions of complex motion events, adult 
silent gesturers tend to conflate path and manner of motion (Senghas, Kita & Özyürek, 2004), 

 
1 That is not to say that gesture forms are entirely unpredictable; path contours or object shapes and functions 
may be predicted from properties of the depicted referents (Padden et al., 2015; Özçalışkan et al., 2016; Ortega 
& Özyürek, 2020), and transitivity distinctions seem to be encoded in handshape features (Brentari et al. 2017; 
Hassemer & Winter 2018). 



while both home signers and sign language users tend to separate manner and path into two 
sequential predicates (Rissman & Goldin-Meadow, 2017). Supalla (1990) posits that sign 
languages strive towards sequentiality as a result of potentially universal constraints on 
information packaging in verb stems/roots, which tend not to encode both manner and path 
(Talmy, 1972). In the realm of caused cos events, similar constraints on combining manner 
and result in one verbal root have been posited (Rappaport Hovav & Levin, 2010). In the 
following subsections I discuss potential linguistic and non-linguistic constraints in more detail, 
after first elaborating on the notion of classifier constructions and the complex event type 
caused cos. 

 
 
1.2 Classifier constructions (CCs) 
 
CCs constitute a system of schematic visual representation attested in most sign languages 
(Zwitserlood, 2012) that differs from lexical signs in that each of its formational components 
bear meaning. CCs primarily denote spatial relations and movement of entities, but they also 
encode how an object might be handled or give information about its visual characteristics 
such as its shape or size (Zwitserlood, 2012). Most researchers working on CCs agree on the 
morphological status of handshapes, which are termed classifiers (CLs) because they 
characterize referents based on salient visual or semantic properties. Handshape 
configurations are treated categorically by signers but not by non-signers (Emmorey & Herzig, 
2003; Sevcikova Sehyr & Cormier, 2016), and handshapes produced by signers adhere to the 
morpho-phonological constraints of their respective sign language (Singleton et al., 1993). Of 
relevance to us are the following CL types: 1) handling CLs, which show how an object or tool 
is manipulated by an agent, e.g. O for long thin entities such as a strand of hair or a pen vs. 
z for handling angular 3D objects such as a book or a smartphone; 2) limb/body CLs, in 
which the hands represent body parts such as feet or paws; and 3) (whole) entity CLs, which 
directly represent referents either via a semantic feature (human, animal, or vehicle) or by their 
size or shape (e.g. , for flat, angular objects such as laptops or a piece of paper).  

In contrast to handshape, location and movement features of CCs seem less clearly 
linguistic and share properties with gesture in that they allow depicting visible properties of 
events in an iconic way (Liddell, 2003). Like non-signers, signers represent spatial locations 
in a gradient rather than a categorical fashion (Emmorey & Herzig, 2003) and allow for an 
infinite number of movement types that are interpreted iconically (Davidson, 2015). The two 
main movement types of interest here are motion/active, in which the movement of the hand 
represents that of an object moving from a to b, and manner/imitative, where the hands imitate 
a stylized action such as sawing wood or brushing teeth (Engberg-Pedersen, 1993). 

CCs then seem to be located midway on the language to gesture spectrum, but they 
are processed in fundamentally different ways from gesture (Emmorey et al., 2011 on 
differences in representations of tool use). What they share with gesture is the ability to 
represent in much greater detail than lexical signs how a (complex) event unfolds. Returning 
to the scene portrayed in Figure 1, the signer can represent an agent flipping a pan at the wrist 
(adding information about speed or amplitude of the movement) with a handling CL on their 
dominant hand while at the same time using an entity CL on the non-dominant hand to show 
the trajectory of movement of the pancake (cos) and its eventual landing site on the floor 
(result). Non-manual marking on the torso and/or the face can add further information on 
manner or affect.  

The morpho-syntactic status of CCs can be gleaned from the range of names they 
have been given from classifier verbs or predicates (Supalla, 1986; Valli & Lucas, 1995, i.a.) 
to poly-morphemic (Engberg-Pedersen, 1993, i.a.) or poly-componential signs (Schembri, 
2003, i.a.). Each hand may encode morpho-syntactically independent predicates (Zwitserlood, 
2003) that in most accounts consist of a semantically light movement root and a CL morpheme 
(though see Engberg-Pedersen, 1993 for a handshape root analysis). One influential analysis 
by Benedicto and Brentari (2004) treats CL handshapes as syntactic heads that contribute 
either an internal argument (entity CLs), an external argument (limb CLs), or both (handling 



CLs). To account for the gestural iconic nature of movement/location in CCs, Davidson (2015) 
suggests that the semantically light movement verb takes a demonstrational argument that 
directly depicts an agent's movement, location, or handling. She proposes that a CC consisting 
of a B handshape signed at a particular locus a in space meaning 'person is located at a' might 
have the denotation λdλxλe [theme(e,x) Ù human(x) Ù locating (e) Ù demonstration-of(d,e)], 
where d represents a semantic object 'demonstration'.  
 In CCs that depict a caused cos, we expect two predicates to be signed 
simultaneously: One hand depicts the causing event using a handling or limb CL, while the 
other encodes the simultaneously unfolding cos using an entity CL. In light of the previous 
discussion, we might expect linguistic limitations on simultaneity to concern CL handshape (a 
concrete constraint is proposed in Section 1.4), while constraints induced by movement or 
location may be expected to equally affect gesture and CCs and to be of a general cognitive 
or motor coordination nature.   
 Where two CCs may be combined simultaneously, they may provide further evidence 
on the syntactic vs. phonological nature of linearization. Syntactic theories differ as to whether 
they locate the determination of word order in the syntax, as Kaynean approaches do, or at 
the interface with Phonetic Form (roughly speaking, Chomskyan approaches). If linearization 
is post-syntactic and mainly serves adapting hierarchical structures to articulatory constraints 
imposed by spoken languages, this predicts that languages with multiple independent 
articulators can sometimes produce non-linearized or simultaneous utterances (but see 
Kimmelman, 2017 for a syntactic account of weak hand holds). Donati and Branchini (2013) 
suggest exactly this for bimodal bilinguals producing syntactically independent structures in 
Italian and Italian SL at the same time. They provide an example of a non-linearized IP in 
which the subject io 'I' is voiced in Italian while the signer produces the predicate WIN on their 
hands. One goal of the current project then is to apply Donati & Branchini's linearization 
account for combinations of spoken and signed utterances to signed utterances in which both 
hands produce one predicate of a complex CC.  
 
 
1.3 Caused change of state as a complex event 
 
Given the proclivity of CCs to represent location and movement, complex motion events have 
been at the center of research into morpho-syntactic properties of CCs and limitations on how 
much event structure they can encode (e.g. Supalla, 1990; Benedicto & Brentari, 2004; 
Brentari et al., 2020). One goal of the present project is to widen the empirical and theoretical 
domain to encompass a different type of complex event, namely those involving externally 
caused changes of state. We have seen two examples of this event type here: hammering a 
spoon flat and flipping a pancake onto the floor. In each case, a causer performs some activity 
that leads to a cos in the second participant, the causee. This change may either unfold in 
tandem with the causing event (e.g. flattening while hammering), or it may ensue as a 
consequence of the causing event (e.g. the pancake's change in location following the pan 
flip). The former type is especially interesting as it invites a temporally iconic simultaneous 
representation in CCs. Since event participants are mapped onto different hands in CCs 
(Zwitserlood, 2003; Eccarius & Brentari, 2007), we expect causer and manner of causation 
sub-event to be mapped onto the dominant hand with a handling or limb CL, and causee and 
cos subevent to be expressed via an entity CL on the non-dominant hand.      
 Caused cos events combine two meaning components that have been argued never 
to occur in one verbal root: a manner/activity and a (change of) state. Based on a templatic 
decompositional view of verbal meaning, Rappaport Hovav and Levin (2010) claim that cross-
linguistically, the idiosyncratic meaning of verbal roots is limited to describing manner or result, 
but not both. This is because in event-structural templates of verbal meaning, roots either 
modify a CAUSE or ACT-type predicate, in which case they denote manner, or they serve as 



arguments of a BECOME-type predicate and denote a result.2 Given earlier proposals by 
Supalla (1990) about manner/path complementarity in complex motion CCs, we would want 
to check whether CCs encoding caused cos events are subject to manner/result 
complementarity. Investigating whether manner and cos/result can be expressed in one 
simultaneous CC can provide valuable evidence for the (in)dependent morpho-syntactic 
status of two-handed CCs: If they truly consist of two independent predicates, lexical 
constraints such as manner/result complementarity should not apply to them. 
 Another reason why caused cos events make a good testing case for how much event 
structural information CCs can encode simultaneously is that they can exhibit event-to-scale 
homomorphy (Beavers, 2008, based on Krifka, 1989). Cos verbs express a change in some 
property of their theme argument, for example a change in their material integrity (e.g. shatter) 
or their shape (e.g. bend, flatten). This change happens along a scale, and the cos event is 
measured out by movement along that scale, e.g. in Mary hammered the spoon flat, the theme 
spoon proceeds through ever greater degrees of flatness. Durative cos verbs are associated 
with multi-valued scales (e.g. flatness, length), while punctual cos verbs map onto two-point 
scales (e.g. 'aliveness'). Now, in the caused cos event encoded by Mary hammered the spoon 
flat, each part of the causing subevent maps onto a distinct part of the cos subevent, which in 
turn maps onto a distinct degree on the flatness scale. Sign languages can in principle 
represent this event-to-scale homomorphism iconically, and in this project I aim to find out 
whether DGS does so or not. Generally, Wilbur's Event Visibility Hypothesis (2008, i.a.) argues 
that sign languages overtly encode aspects of event structure such as telicity or duration, and 
more specifically, Kuhn (2018) argues for an iconic mapping between the phonetic movement 
of cos verbs in ASL and the progress along the scale they denote. He implements the 
contribution of iconicity as a function IconΦ that forms part of the denotation of iconically 
modified cos verbs and returns true iff the change in the measure of the theme argument over 
the course of the event matches the change in hand position over the course of the phonetic 
production of the sign. In contrast, in my own work (Loos, 2017), I observed that ASL signers 
tend to sign causing and cos predicates sequentially (e.g. first hammering and then flattening). 
In this project I investigate whether and under which conditions DGS allows the iconic 
encoding of the parallel unfolding of cause and cos event in CCs and how this may be modeled 
by applying IconΦ to the predicate complex.  

I also examine the related question of whether and how CCs encode telicity. Telicity is 
a property of predicates that indicates whether an event is bounded in time by a natural 
culmination point (telic) or not (atelic) (Tenny, 1994). If the scale contributed by a cos verb has 
an upper bound, it is typically telic (e.g. there is an upper limit to flatness, hence flatten is telic: 
He flattened the spoon in/*for a minute). Most cos verbs with a scale without an upper bound 
have variable telicity (e.g. widen: He widened the gap in/for an hour.) Wilbur (2008) claims 
that telicity is encoded in ASL with a morpheme whose form consists of a rapidly decelerating 
movement contour, or a change in hand aperture, orientation, or location. Similar 'end-
marking' has been attested in further sign languages and may be expected to characterize 
telic cos events in DGS as well. There is debate in the literature whether the telic interpretation 
is contributed by a discrete morpheme (Wilbur, 2008) or whether it results from the iconic 
mapping between the movement of the cos verb and the progress along its corresponding 
scale. Kuhn (2018) argues that when the phonetic form reaches a maximal degree (e.g. 
because the hand is maximally straightened or contacts the other hand), the event reaches its 
culmination point and a telic interpretation ensues. Note that Kuhn's iconic mapping analysis 
allows for gradient interpretive effects (e.g., a cos may be incomplete or occur in interrupted 
stages), while a morphemic analysis of telicity does not predict these effects. I will test whether 
gradient semantic effects may be obtained in DGS from iconic form-to-scale-to-event 
mappings. 

 
 

 
2 Though see recent arguments by Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2020) that manner of killing (e.g. guillotine) 
and cooking verbs (e.g. poach) encode both manner and result. 



1.4 Linguistic constraints on simultaneity: Discourse-pragmatic factors    
 
One factor that may constrain simultaneous expression of cause and cos in CCs relates to 
types of CL handshapes and signing perspective. Especially in narrative contexts, signers 
create representations of the event space from one of two perspectives: Either they represent 
themselves as part of said event space projection and assume the role of one of the characters 
in the event (character perspective), or they portray the event from an external vantage point 
(observer perspective) (Perniss, 2007). Each signing perspective is aligned with different 
types of classifiers: handling and limb/body part CL support character perspective, as the 
signer's hands represent the actions of one of the characters in the event, while entity CL 
encode the actions of a character from an observer perspective. Misalignments between CL 
use and signing perspective occur in DGS, but come at the cost of violating scale iconicity 
(Perniss, 2007). Scale iconicity exerts pressure on the structure of spatial representations in 
SLs and requires different components of a spatial representation to have the same size. For 
instance, if a narrative event features two participants and both are represented by an index 
handshape, scale iconicity is preserved, but if one is represented by a handling CL as an 
extension of the signer instead, the two participants are not represented according to the same 
scale, which may increase the interlocutor's processing load. There is a mismatch between 
the life-sized projection of event space induced by character perspective and the reduced 
event space onto which entity classifiers are projected in observer perspective. In 
representations of caused cos events, we would expect either both causer and causee to be 
represented by entity CLs, or the causer to be encoded by a handling or limb CL. In the latter 
case, a misalignment between the character-perspective induced by the causer and an entity 
CL for the causee would ensue. We may frame this constraint on alignment of signing 
perspectives as a pressure towards iconicity that applies at the discourse pragmatic level in 
DGS. In this project, I investigate whether scale iconicity limits simultaneous encoding of 
cause and cos in CCs. By comparing DGS signers with hearing gesturers, I also address 
whether this factor constitutes a general cognitive preference for visual perspective alignment 
or a linguistic constraint at the discourse level.  
 
 
1.5 Non-linguistic motor constraints vs. phonological constraints on manual 

simultaneity 
 
Certain physiological and phonological constraints on simultaneity have to be taken into 
consideration when devising stimuli for the experiments proposed in this project. Manual 
simultaneity in CC is limited by the number of hands available. Thus, at most two event 
participants can be represented directly on the hands (precluding e.g. a representation of all 
three underlined event participants in the sentence The girl hammered the nail into the wall), 
and an obligatorily two-handed classifier cannot be produced together with a one-handed 
classifier (Supalla, 1990). Further, motor coordination may disfavor the simultaneous 
production of asymmetric movements, as the limbs exhibit a general preference for symmetric 
movement (Semjen et al., 1995) and in any bimanual task, the brain assigns one hand as the 
primary actor while the other assists (Johansson et al., 2006). Nonetheless, Napoli and Sutton-
Spence (2010) show that independent asymmetric movement of (non)-manual articulators is 
possible in American and British SL: A signer can represent a tree (on the non-dominant hand) 
falling towards an approaching person (on the dominant hand), while their eye gaze in different 
directions shows the person looking around. 

In addition to physiological and motor constraints, simultaneity may be restricted by 
phonological constraints. Here, a distinction is made between two-handed lexical signs, which 
are assumed to be single prosodic words, and two-handed CCs, in which each hand has been 
posited to constitute a prosodically and morpho-syntactically independent structure (Aronoff 
et al., 2003; Zwitserlood, 2003). In two-handed lexical signs in which both hands move, the 
hands perform roughly the same motor acts (Symmetry Condition), and if the hands differ in 
handshape, only the dominant hand moves (Dominance Constraint; Battison, 1978). 



Importantly, if the dominant hand moves the non-dominant one by e.g. pushing or bending it, 
the non-dominant hand is not considered to be actively moving. Given the greater 
independence of each hand in CCs, some authors have claimed that they are not subject to 
these phonological constraints (Aronoff et al., 2003; Zwitserlood, 2003). Nonetheless, 
Eccarius and Brentari (2007) find some constraints operating on two-handed CCs in American, 
Swiss German, and Hong Kong SL: Handling and limb CL on the non-dominant hand always 
trigger sequential articulation, and so does independent movement of the non-dominant hand 
that is not identical or symmetric to that of the dominant hand. An important caveat here is that 
all examples of sequential order in Eccarius and Brentari (2007) also preserve the temporal 
order of an event. In other words, a representation of someone moving a nail towards the wall 
first with the non-dominant hand and then hammering on it with the dominant hand may be 
due to phonological constraints (the non-dominant hand has a handling handshape and 
moves independently) or it may preserve the temporal iconicity of the event.  

The present project investigates whether general motor constraints or phonological 
constraints limit simultaneous independent movement of the hands in two-handed CCs. If 
motor coordination militates against simultaneity, we would expect DGS signers and silent 
gesturers to both disprefer independent movements of the hands, but if a phonological 
constraint is involved instead, gesturers should at least sometimes produce two-handed 
simultaneous gestures encoding caused cos events.    

 
 
1.6 Schematic representation of the planned research 
 
Based on the state of the art laid out above, the following research program was developed, 
sketched in Figure 2 and described in detail in the following sections. First, constraints on 
simultaneity arising from motor coordination will be investigated, which should affect the 
productions of DGS signers and hearing gesturers alike. Once potential non-linguistic 
obstacles to simultaneity have been identified, we move on to phonological constraints, which 
should only affect productions of DGS signers but not of hearing gesturers. Lastly, morpho-
syntactic constraints are discussed, first those related to CL choice and signing perspective, 
followed by an exploration of the degree to which a temporally iconic representation of 
simultaneous subevents in CCs is possible.   
   

 
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the research program 
 
 
1.7 Project-related publications & applicant's fit 
 
The following list of project-related publications attests to the fact that the applicant is ideally 
suited to conduct the proposed project. She has the necessary knowledge of formal syntactic 
and semantic theory and is an expert on complex event structure in sign languages 
(publications [3], [6] and [7]). Publications [1], [3], and [6] provide evidence of her ample 
experience with experimental sign language research, while [8] shows the required experience 
with corpus linguistic studies, in particular on the DGS corpus. Publication [2] evinces the 
applicant's previous work on sign language phonology (necessary to tackle phonological 
constraints on CCs), and [4] and [5] showcase her experience working on various aspects of 
iconicity in sign languages.     



  
 
1.7.1 Articles published by outlets with scientific quality assurance, book 

publications, and works accepted for publication but not yet published.  
 

[1] Loos, C. Accepted. Sizing up adjectives: Delimiting the adjective class in American Sign  
Language. Sign Language & Linguistics.  
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of  

DONE as a sentence-boundary diagnostic in DGS. Proceedings of FEAST 2021, 
Hong Kong.  

 
 
 
 
2. Objectives and work programme 
 
2.1 Anticipated total duration of the project 
 
The project is scheduled for three full years. 
 
 
2.2 Objectives 
 
The proposed project is designed to provide an empirically grounded account of how classifier 
constructions encode complex events, specifically caused changes of state. These make an 
excellent test case for potential limits to the simultaneous expression of event components in 
that they contain two subevents (a causing event typically represented by a manner verb and 
a cos event) that can unfold in parallel. Both non-linguistic cognitive and motor constraints as 
well as linguistic constraints on simultaneity in this event type will be investigated. The 
following research questions are addressed: 
1. How are caused cos events typically expressed in DGS? Are manner of causation and 

cos expressed overtly in sequential or in simultaneous predicates? Which event 
components are more likely to be omitted? In simultaneous CCs (in which both hands 



move), is there a preference for which hand expresses which event component? (WP1, 
WP5) 

2. Do motor coordination or phonological constraints restrict the simultaneous expression 
of caused cos events in DGS? (WP2, WP5) 

3. Do general cognitive or discourse pragmatic constraints involving scale iconicity 
restrict the simultaneous expression of caused cos events? How do tendencies to 
preserve scale iconicity vs. temporal iconicity interact? (WP3, WP5) 

4. Can the morpho-syntactic independence of each hand in a CC be confirmed by 
showing that lexical constraints on verbal roots such as manner-result 
complementarity (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2010) do not apply here? (all WPs) 

5. At what level of granularity do CCs represent event progression and subevent 
interaction iconically? Does event-to-scale homomorphy trigger e.g. telic readings or 
are discrete morphemes at work? (WP3-WP5) 

6. How do CCs compare to silent gestures in the encoding of caused cos events? What 
do similarities between both tell us about general cognitive processing constraints or 
articulatory motor constraints on simultaneous encoding of event structure? (WP2, 
WP3, WP5) 

 
 
2.3 Work programme including proposed research methods 
 
The work program will be divided into five work packages (WPs). The studies planned for each 
work package are described in the following sections, the planned time flow in Section 2.3.6. 
 
 
2.3.1 WP 1: Corpus-based analysis of CCs expressing caused change of state 
 
The aim of WP1 is to arrive at a descriptive overview of how caused cos is expressed in 
classifier constructions in DGS. For that purpose, a corpus analysis will be conducted with the 
DGS corpus3 (Prillwitz et al., 2008). As of October 2021, the DGS corpus contains ~92 hours 
of signed conversations by 330 signers from different regions of Germany, that have been 
lemmatised  
(> 662,000 tokens) and translated into German and English. The corpus contains (inter alia) 
elicitation tasks that included a number of process descriptions involving cos events, e.g. 
changing a flat tire. The corpus will be mined for CCs (glossed as $MAN(-) or $MAN-
STUDENTEN (21,276 tokens)) that co-occur with (caused) cos verbs in the German and 
English translation tiers.4  Table 1 presents a preliminary list of such verbs (adapted from Levin 
1993). The verbs have been selected according to whether the cos involves a visible property 
that can be represented by a body-part or entity classifier (e.g. flatten but not redden).  
 
Table 1. Caused cos verbs with a visually representable change of state  

English German 
transformation & creation 

 
3 I currently work with the non-public parts of the DGS corpus and will have access to the same data set for this 
project via a cooperation agreement with the DGS-Korpus project. I have obtained the required corpus-linguistic 
experience while researching lexical cues for sentence boundaries (Jahn, Langer & Loos in press) and 
performing a collocation analysis of DGS negation signs to identify negative polarity items in the language 
(ongoing project with Marc Schulder). 
4 For the verb hämmern 'to hammer', the corresponding SQL query would look as follows: select types.name, 
utags.value,tags.id as tagsid,'ilex://tags.id='||utags.id as url2 from tiers utiers join tags utags on 
utags.tier=utiers.id and utiers.name~'Deutsche .bersetzung_[AB]|Moderator' join tiers on 
tiers.transcript=utiers.transcript and utiers.participation=tiers.participation join tags on tags.tier=tiers.id and 
utags.timecode_start <= tags.timecode_start and utags.timecode_end>= tags.timecode_end join tokens on 
(tags.token_dom=tokens.id or tags.token_nondom=tokens.id) join types on tokens.type=types.id and 
types.name~'^\$MAN' where utags.value~'h[aä]mmer' 



beat (stiff), bend, blow (a bubble), coil, fill, 
fold, fry (bacon), grind, grow, hammer, 
iron, knit, light/ignite (fire, candle), melt, 
mold, squash/squish, twist 

abknicken, anzünden (Feuer, Kerze), aufbiegen, aufblasen, 
aufpusten, aufrollen, braten (Speckstreifen), bügeln, entzünden, 
falten, formen, füllen, hämmern, schmelzen, (steif)schlagen, 
stricken, verbiegen, verzwirnen, zerdrücken, zerstampfen, 
zermalmen, zerpulvern, zerquetschen, ziehen (Pflanze), zubiegen  

change of state 
awaken, break, crack, crank, crush, 
crumple, deflate, defrost, flatten, fold, 
inflate, microwave (hard-boiled egg), pop, 
shatter, simmer, snap, steam, straighten, 
thaw 

aufblasen, aufbrechen, aufpumpen, auftauen, 
brechen,dampfgaren, dünsten, geradebiegen, herauslassen 
(Luft), knicken, köcheln (lassen), (hoch/runter)kurbeln, plätten,  
(zer)platzen, wecken, zerbrechen, zerknüllen, zerschlagen, 
zerspringen, zusammen-klappen, zusammenlegen 

 
Each caused cos representation will be coded for (a) whether both causing and cos subevents 
are represented; (b) if not: which subevent is encoded; (c) if yes: are the two subevents 
encoded sequentially or simultaneously; (d) if simultaneously: does the non-dominant hand 
move independently; (e) for the classifier type representing each event participant; (f) for which 
event component is encoded on the dominant vs. non-dominant hand. The analysis of the 
data obtained in WP1 will enable me to formulate specific hypotheses for the experimental 
studies to follow. A further outcome of WP1 will be a set of annotations of CCs, which so far 
have not been annotated in detail, to be made available as part of the research portal of the 
DGS corpus and thereby improving the searchability/usability of the corpus. Annotations will 
include for each hand of the CC a.o. a descriptive gloss of the root meaning and the type of 
CL used (annotations of concrete CL handshapes currently exist).  
 
 
2.3.2 WP 2: Phonological and motor coordination constraints on simultaneity 
 
The aim of WP2 is to ascertain whether motor or phonological constraints restrict the 
simultaneous expression of caused cos events. As mentioned above, ASL and British SL 
users can move the hands independently in CCs, but they prefer symmetrical movement 
(Napoli & Sutton-Spence, 2010). WP2 sheds light on the debated issue of phonological 
constraints on CCs by asking whether phonological factors block the simultaneous expression 
of caused cos events. Specifically, I investigate whether the hands can move independently 
in simultaneous CCs in DGS. Eccarius and Brentari's (2007) Revised Dominance Condition 
posits that if the handshapes in a two-handed CC differ (in selected fingers and joints), "one 
hand must be passive while the active hand articulates the movement" (1187). If this constraint 
holds in DGS, simultaneous non-identical or non-symmetric movement should only be allowed 
if a) the passive hand only changes shape (i.e. moves) due to force exerted by the active 
hand, otherwise the events encoded by each hand should be signed sequentially. Since little 
is known about what it means for the non-dominant hand to move passively, I consider both 
continued and intermittent force exertion from the dominant hand. Experiments WP2A and 
WP2B are production studies that will be run with DGS signers and hearing silent gesturers. 
They address the question whether simultaneity constraints are due to general constraints on 
motor coordination – in which case signers and gesturers are predicted not to differ with 
respect to sequential vs. simultaneous encoding – or whether they should be attributed to 
linguistic constraints active in the phonology of DGS. At the same time, the studies serve to 
pilot the stimuli that will be used in WP3.  
 
Study design and procedure: 24 native signers of DGS (WP2A) and 24 hearing gesturers 
(WP2B) will be presented with 24 short animated videos of caused cos events. DGS signers 
will be asked to describe "concisely" or "in one sentence" what happened, while gesturers will 
be instructed to provide a "brief/concise" gestural description of the event. The dependent 
variable is simultaneous vs. sequential encoding of the caused cos event. After the production 
task, participants will be asked whether their sequential/simultaneous productions could be 
produced simultaneously/sequentially and to rate the acceptability of each production on a 5-
point Likert scale. The choice of event sequences to be presented to the participants will be 
informed by the findings of the corpus study in WP1. The independent variable MOVEMENT OF 



THE NON-DOMINANT HAND has 3 levels: (1) continuous force exertion/contact by the dominant 
hand (e.g. stepping on a cardboard box, lying or kneeling on an air mattress which deflates, 
crumpling up a piece of paper), (2) intermittent force exertion (repeatedly hammering on a 
spoon, rep. jumping on a roof thereby creating an increasing dent, rep. punching a dent into a 
wooden door), (3) no contact or force exertion, the two hands move independently (e.g. 
pumping up a balloon, blow-torching a metal rod bent (with side-to-side movement of the blow-
torch), melting a block of butter in a pan). There will be 8 videos for each of these levels. The 
stimuli will further be balanced for classifier type (handling or limb CL acting on entity CL vs. 
entity CL acting on entity CL), because this category may independently affect simultaneous 
event encoding and will be addressed in WP3 and WP4. The dependent variable is 
simultaneous vs. sequential encoding of the caused cos event.  
 
Selected predictions: If general motor coordination constraints on asymmetric independent 
hand movement limit the simultaneous production of caused cos events, then DGS signers 
and hearing gesturers will both produce fewer no-contact movements (and potentially fewer 
intermittent force exertion movements) than continuous contact movements. If a phonological 
constraint akin to Eccarius and Brentari's (2007) Revised Dominance Condition is active in 
DGS, DGS signers should produce fewer simultaneous no-contact movements (and maybe 
intermittent force exertion movements) than continuous contact movements and should also 
rate them lower. No such difference should be observed among silent gesturers.    
 
 
2.3.3 WP 3: Scale iconicity (signing perspective) vs temporal iconicity: Production   
 
WP3A and WP3B examine in two production experiments one further linguistic factor that may 
impact the simultaneous vs. sequential expression of caused cos events. WP3C analyzes the 
data obtained in WP3A with respect to the level of granularity with which CCs represent event 
progression and subevent interaction iconically. 
 
2.3.3.1 WP3A & WP3B: (Mis-)alignment of signing perspective.  
Causing events involving animate causers typically involve handling or body-part CLs that 
evoke character perspective (a life-sized event space projection). In contrast, causees are 
best represented by entity CLs that allow showing a change along some visible dimension, 
but that are aligned with observer perspective (and a reduced-size event space projection). A 
simultaneous expression of cause and cos would then lead to a misalignment of entity CLs 
used in character perspective and a violation of scale iconicity. WP3 tests whether this factor 
is of a general cognitive nature or indicative of a linguistic constraint at the discourse pragmatic 
level (requiring perspective alignment) by comparing the productions of DGS signers and 
hearing gesturers. The factor ALIGNMENT has two levels: aligned (causing and cos events are 
expressed by entity CLs) and non-aligned (the causing event is expressed via a handling or 
limb CL, the cos via an entity CL); the dependent variable is simultaneous vs. sequential 
encoding.  
 
Study design and procedure: 24 native signers of DGS (WP3A) and 24 hearing gesturers 
(WP3B) will be presented with 48 short video clips showing a caused cos. Previous 
experimental studies with DGS signers show that the number of participants and items 
planned for this study suffice for discovering the relevant effects (Loos et al. 2019; Loos et al. 
under revision). DGS signers will be asked to describe "concisely" or "in one sentence" what 
happened, while gesturers will be instructed to provide a "brief/concise" gestural description 
of the event. The study design tests the factor ALIGNMENT (aligned vs. non-aligned signing 
perspective); in addition, the video clips will be counter-balanced for durative/gradable vs. 
punctual/non-gradable event-scale combinations to allow for an analysis of the representation 



of homomorphy in the durative/gradable combinations in WP3C.5 This effectively results in a 
2x2 design, although no interaction is expected based on the theoretical unrelatedness of the 
two factors. The dependent variable is the sequential vs. simultaneous encoding of the 
presented caused cos events. Based on the results of WP2A, all or only the 
physiologically/phonologically unproblematic stimuli piloted in WP2 will be included in the 
experiments, to be complemented by new videos whose design is informed by potential 
constraints discovered in WP2. Sample scenarios for the video stimuli are provided in Table 
2: 
 
Table 2. Stimuli sample for WP3 listed by condition 

 aligned (entity CL + entity CL) non-aligned (handling CL + entity CL) 
durative/gradable lie on air mattress that deflates, kneel on 

inflatable ball that deflates, jump 
repeatedly on tin roof that indents 

blow up balloon that inflates, pump up 
air mattress (inflates) or sky dancer 
(goes from limp/bent to 
erect/straight), iron a shirt (goes from 
creased to straight/smooth)6 

punctual/non-
gradable 

sit down on tomato that is squished, 
bump against glass door which shatters, 
kneel on cardboard box which flattens 

step on a cardboard box that flattens, 
bend a hairpin straight, kick a door 
open 

 
Selected predictions: If DGS tends towards preserving scale iconicity and/or towards signing 
perspective alignment, signers should produce more simultaneous CCs when representing 
both causer and causee via entity CL than when combining handling (causer) and entity CL 
(causee). If this constraint is linguistic in nature, no such preference should be observed in 
silent gesturing.   
 
 
2.3.3.2 WP3C: Exploratory analysis of event-to-scale homomorphy encoding  
Expressions of caused cos events are characterized by event-to-scale homomorphy. If CCs 
strive towards a full semantic representation of complex events, as we see in complex motion 
predicates that may encode motion, figure, path, ground, and preserve temporal iconicity 
(Taub & Galvan, 2001; Perniss, 2007), it seems reasonable to hypothesize that they strive to 
encode an event-to-scale homomorphism and potentially telicity as well. We have seen that 
lexical cos verbs in ASL can iconically map progress along a scale onto the phonetic 
movement of a cos verb (Kuhn, 2018) and that such verbs can mark telicity via end-marking 
(Wilbur, 2008). In WP3C, I analyze whether a homomorphic mapping between subparts of the 
causing event and degrees of change in the causee are represented iconically in CCs in DGS. 
An iconic encoding of event-to-scale homomorphy would require parallel movements in 
causing and cos predicates (in the hammering the spoon flat example, each stroke of the 
hammer would correspond to a lesser degree of curvature in the entity CL representing the 
spoon). Alternatively, caused cos CCs might iconically represent telicity, where this level of 
granularity is not required; only the initial and final states of the causee matter (Beavers, 2008). 
An abrupt change in handshape representing the initial vs. final state would effectively 
correspond to Wilbur's end-marking (e.g. in the form of an aperture change). In WP3C, I 
analyze the representation of durative events measured out by gradable scales. Punctual 
events with non-gradable scales are less informative for this analysis, as their binary division 
into before vs. after-state does not allow distinguishing between gradient and categorical 
representations of cos.  
 

 
5 Given the difficulty of devising 48 durative/gradable items, punctual/non-gradable items will be included; 
counter-balancing will counteract confounding.  
6 Given that the relevant distinction for alignment is the choice of classifier handshape, I assume that a handling 
CL can manipulate an instrument or the causee directly. Nonetheless, I will counter-balance instrumental and 
causee-handling uses of the handling CL just in case directness of causation affects the simultaneous expression 
of caused cos events. 



Selected predictions: If CCs strive to express event-to-scale homomorphy, for durative events 
like hammering a spoon flat there will be at least 3 different shapes of the spoon CL 
corresponding to eat least 3 hammering movements of the other hand. If CCs tend to encode 
only telicity, then repeated strokes of the hammering movement should correspond to the 
spoon CL representing the initial degree of flatness on the first stroke and the final degree on 
the last stroke. Otherwise a sequential representation of causing and cos event or causing 
event and result state may be preferred.  
 
 
2.3.4 WP 4. Limitations on temporal iconicity: Acceptability   
 
2.3.4.1 WP4A. Scale iconicity (signing perspective) vs temporal iconicity 
WP4A investigates the factor explored in WP3 with a different methodology, viz. acceptability 
judgment. Acceptability judgment tasks have the advantage of testing the acceptability of 
utterances that are not volunteered in production experiments but that might nevertheless be 
acceptable. This will allow me to formulate a more specific research question for Experiment 
WP4A: What is the interaction between temporal iconicity (which mandates expressing co-
occurring event components at the same time) and scale iconicity/signing perspective (which 
mandates aligning entity CL with an observer rather than a character perspective)?  
 
Study design and procedure: The experiment manipulates the factors ALIGNMENT (aligned vs. 
non-aligned) and SIMULTANEITY (simultaneous vs. sequential expression). In this 2x2 design, 
ALIGNMENT and SIMULTANEITY are within-subjects factors. For the materials, 24 of the caused 
cos events from WP3 will be selected and recorded by a native DGS signer in two versions: 
one sequential and one simultaneous CC embedded in a short sentence (wherever possible, 
the signer's productions will be modeled on event descriptions obtained in the production 
study). These recordings will be presented to 24 native DGS signers, who rate their 
acceptability on a 5-point scale.    
 
Selected predictions: If obeying scale iconicity outranks obeying temporal iconicity/aligning 
signing perspective in DGS CCs (in an OT sense to be developed in WP 5), aligned signing 
perspectives should receive higher ratings than non-aligned ones regardless of sequential or 
simultaneous presentation. Otherwise simultaneous presentations should receive higher 
ratings regardless of perspective alignment.  
 
2.3.4.2 WP4B. Temporal iconicity and gradient interpretation effects  
WP4B involves an acceptability + semantic judgment study that investigates whether signers' 
simultaneous encoding of causing and cos subevents allows for gradient interpretations, 
which would disfavor an analysis in terms of discrete morphemes (e.g. encoding telicity). Even 
if in WP3A, signers only produce cos descriptions with a swift change from initial to result state 
in response to gradable scale scenarios, that does not preclude that they would accept a more 
gradient encoding.  
Study design and procedure: The experiments in WP4A and WP4B will be combined and will 
thus serve as fillers for each other. For materials, the 24 events from WP3 with a gradable 
scale serve as the basis for three sentences that are designed to trigger gradient interpretation 
effects.  
Let's use hammering a spoon flat as a sample scenario to show what the predicate in each 
sentence looks like: (1) each of at least 3 hammering movements corresponds to a distinct, 
decreasing degree of curvature of the non-dominant (spoon) hand; (2) same as (1) but the 
action is interrupted before completion; (3) same as (1) but with a short pause after the second 
stroke. Participants will see one of the three sentences for each scenario and will rate how 
natural each sentence feels on a 5-point Likert scale. Additionally, they will be asked whether 
the sentences are compatible with the following interpretations: (a) Someone hammered a 
spoon flat; (b) Someone hammered on a spoon but stopped before completely flattening the 



spoon; and (c) Someone hammered on a spoon which became flatter, then took a short break, 
and then hammered the spoon flat. 
 
Selected predictions: If gradient iconic event-to-scale mappings are allowed in DGS and they 
trigger gradient semantic effects, sentence types (1) – (3) should receive high acceptability 
ratings and allow the readings presented here. If, on the other hand, gradient semantic 
interpretations of iconic event-to-scale mappings are not available in DGS, only sentence type 
1) should be acceptable under the reading provided. This would point towards an encoding of 
aspectual notions (such as telicity) as discrete morphemes. 
 
 
2.3.5 WP 5. Theoretical implementation 
 
After each of the work phases described above, I assess the findings w.r.t. their implications 
for the research questions listed in 2.2 and update subsequent WPs in light of the individual 
findings if necessary. These intermediate steps as well as the final phase aim at merging the 
empirical results and developing a theoretical account of how limitations on simultaneity in 
CCs shed light on the nature of CCs at the interface of gesture and sign. I first summarize 
motor constraints and general cognitive constraints that such constructions share with gestural 
productions and then focus on linguistic constraints. If phonological constraints are 
discovered, their implications for the phonology of DGS as well as for CCs in sign languages 
will be discussed. At the morpho-syntactic level, the independence of each hand may be 
confirmed by showing that lexical results on manner-result complementarity do not apply in 
CCs in DGS and the simultaneous constructions will be modeled as non-linearized verbal 
complexes. This in turn confirms claims by e.g. Donati & Branchini (2013) that argue for 
linearization as a post-syntactic operation whose effects can be suspended in sign languages, 
which have multiple articulators available. Inspired by Brentari et al. (2020), I will analyse the 
pressure exerted on CCs by different types of iconicity (scale, temporal) and rank them using 
a linear Optimality Theory framework in which non-optimal candidates are dispreferred but not 
ungrammatical (cf. Keller, 2000). Lastly, I will discuss whether and under which conditions 
DGS allows the iconic encoding of the parallel unfolding of cause and cos event in CCs and 
how this may be modeled by applying IconΦ to the predicate complex. I expect the theoretical 
implementation of the project's findings to be work-intensive and have planned 7 months for 
the final stage. 
 
 
2.3.6 Expected time flow 
The following time flow lists the planned activities by months. Publications and conference 
contributions will be prepared as soon as results and their interpretation are available. 
 
 
Table 3: Planned activities listed by months: stimuli preparation, empirical/experimental task, analysis, theoretical implementation 
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